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Abstract. We propose a method to track tissues in long ultrasound se-
quences of liver. The proposed method is based on template matching
and uses multiple templates called long-term template and short-term
template. A template to track the target tissue is adaptively selected
from the long-term template and the short-term template. The tracking
performance is assessed on 21 sequences of 2D ultrasound with 54 re-
gions of interests. Mean tracking error is 1.71 mm. We also confirm that
tracking can be performed in about 84 msec per frame using a personal
computer.
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1 Introduction

It is important to track a region of interest (ROI) to compensate motion to en-
sure accuracy of robot-assisted diagnosis [1], focused ultrasound surgery [2] and
dose delivery in radiation therapies [3]. Ultrasound is one of potential imaging
modalities for image guidance and has some advantages such as real-time imag-
ing, noninvasive and cheap comparing to other imaging modalities such as CT
and MRI.

Various methods have been proposed for tracking a moving object in a video
sequence. Template matching is widely used because it is relatively simple and
gives high performance. Template matching is also used for ultrasound video
sequences. One of the important items to design template matching is a method
for selecting templates. There are two major methods for selecting templates.
One is to use a surrounding area of a tissue specified at the first frame as a
template and the template is never updated until the end of the sequence [5].
And the other is to use a tracked region at the most recent frame as a template
and the template is updated at every frame [6]. The former has a disadvantage
that tracking fails when the shape of the tracking target changes. The latter can
overcome the problem of the former, it has a disadvantage that small tracking
errors are accumulated. Fig. 1 shows examples of a target vessel in ultrasound
images. As can be seen in Fig. 1, Fig. 1(b) is better than Fig. 1(a) to be used
as a template when template matching is performed for Fig. 1(c). A method to
solve these problems has been proposed in [7] and the method adaptively selects
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Fig. 1. Examples of ultrasound images in a sequence. These images show the target
vessel in different frames. (a) 1st frame. (b) 37th frame. (c) 38th frame.

a template from the first frame or the most recent frame. Moreover, the idea in
[7] is applied to ultrasound liver tracking in [8].

While it is possible to perform template matching with high correlation when
the template is selected from the most recent frame, it still has a drift problem
if it cannot estimate the motion in high accuracy, i.e. sub-pixel order.

In this paper, we propose a tracking method of tissues in long ultrasound
sequences of liver. In the proposed method, we pay attention to the following
characteristics that liver ultrasound video sequences have: 1) Each region of
interest moves to almost same direction, and 2) Motion of each region has a
high periodicity. Under these observation, we adopt the following methods in
the proposed method. 1) We estimate a global motion for the whole frame and
utilize the estimated global motion for estimating motion of each ROI. 2) To
avoid drift, templates obtained at the first frame are used preferentially. 3) To
track ROI even when texture and shape of the ROI are changed from the first
frame, we select additional templates from past neighborhood frames. 4) Search
ranges of template matching changes adaptively depending on the motion of the
past frames.

Though the proposed method is the same as the methods proposed in [7]
and [8] in terms of using a plurality of templates selected from both the first
frame and the most recent frame, we propose a method to select a template
from a plurality of recent frames by paying attention to the characteristic that
the movement of the liver tissue by breathing is periodic.

2 Proposed Method

2.1 Overview

Fig. 2 is an overview of the procedure of our proposed method and Fig. 3 is
a schematic diagram of the proposed method. Our proposed method is based
on template matching. We use multiple templates called long-term and short-
term templates. We will describe the details about each process in the following
sections.
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Fig. 4. An example of a set of a global template and long-term templates. The red
rectangle shows a global template and the green rectangles show long-term templates.

we stop increasing the size of the ROI and the ROI is the long-term template.
We denote a set of pixel coordinates included in the long-term template for m-th
annotation as BL,m.

A global template is intended to be used to determine a motion of the entire
frame. The proposed method extracts a large rectangular area as much as pos-
sible in the ultrasound image area by excluding low brightness (shadow) area at
the first frame. In the case the long-term template ROIs at the first frame are
not included in the global template ROI, we expand the region to include the
long-term template ROIs. We denote a set of pixel coordinates included in the
global template as BG.

The global template and the long-term templates are never updated after
those are set at the first frame, i.e. all subsequent frames use the same global
template TG(x) and long-term templates TL,m(x), selected at the first frame, for
template matching.

Fig. 4 shows an example of a set of a global template and long-term templates.
The red rectangle shows a global template and the green rectangles show long-
term templates.

2.3 Global motion estimation (Step 2)

Global motion estimation is performed at each of the second and subsequent
frames. Template matching is performed using the global template TG(x). The
template matching is evaluated based on normalized cross correlation (NCC).
The displacement giving the maximum NCC, which is found by exhausted
search, is the tracked position pG,n by the global motion estimation as Eq. (1),
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pG,n = arg max
p

∑
x∈BG

TG(x) · In(x+ p)√ ∑
x∈BG

TG(x)
2 ·

∑
x∈BG

In(x+ p)2
. (1)

2.4 Long-term motion estimation (Step 3)

Long-term motion estimation is executed for each tracker (ROI). The long-term
motion estimation is performed using a long-term template TL,m which is ob-
tained at the first frame as in Eq. (2),

pL,n,m = arg max
p∈SL

∑
x∈BL,m

TL,m(x) · In(x+ p)√ ∑
x∈BL,m

TL,m(x)2 ·
∑

x∈BL,m

In(x+ p)2
, (2)

where SL is a set of pixel coordinates in the search area for the long-term motion
estimation.

The search range SL depends on the results of the global motion estimation
in Step 2. When the maximum NCC value of the global motion estimation is
higher than a threshold ThNCC,G, the long-term motion estimation is performed
in the vicinity of pG,n. Otherwise, we use a default value of the search range for
the motion estimation Sd. The tracked position pL,n,m and the maximum NCC
value NCCL,n,m are stored in the short-term buffer shown in Fig. 3.

2.5 Short-term motion estimation (Step 4)

Short-term motion estimation is performed using short-term templates. Short-
term templates are selected from images of the long-term tracked positions until
the most recent frame. Here, we use the tracking results with the long-term
motion estimation to select short-term templates and the tracking results with
the short-term motion estimation are not used at the subsequent frames to avoid
drift.

We estimate a cycle of motion from the past tracking results. Fig. 5 shows
an example of temporal changes of tracked positions from 300th frame to 500th
frame in a ultrasound video sequence. As can be seen in Fig. 5, motions of tissue
in liver have periodicity. Two short-term templates for n-th frame are selected
from the frames during the recent cycles. Suppose the cycle of the motion is Lc,
one short-term template is selected from (n − Lc)th frame to (n − 1)th frame
(period #1 in Fig. 5) and the ROI with the maximum NCCL,n,m is selected
as the first short-term template. Another short-term template is selected from
(n − Lc/2 × 3)th frame (n − Lc/2)th frame (period #2 in Fig. 5) and the ROI
with the closest position to the tracked position at (n − 1)th frame is selected
as the second short-term template.
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a tracking method of target tissues in long ultrasound
sequences of liver. The proposed method uses multiple templates, i.e. long-term
and short-term templates. The experimental results using 21 sequences of 2D
ultrasound showed the proposed method had good accuracy. We also confirmed
that tracking can be performed in about 84 msec per frame using a personal
computer.

Items for future research are to improve the accuracy of tracking tissues near
the boarder and small tissues, improve the processing speed by optimizing the
motion estimation processing, and expand the proposed method to 3D ultra-
sound.
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